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Barber shop, early 19th century.
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Economic value theory tries to explain why people wish to create, attain and
exchange economic products (goods, services and financial claims).
In early economics, the focus was on the production and distribution of
tangible goods, although it was realized that simple services (barbers,
household maids, etc.) also constitute classes of economic production.

Adam Smith, proponent of the
labour theory of value
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Classical economists adhered to the labour theory of value (LTV). This interprets
value as the utility gained through work versus the disutility work causes.
See for instance this statement by Adam Smith, a founder of classical economics:
“The value of any commodity, ... to the person who possesses it, and who means not
to use or consume it himself, but to exchange it for other commodities, is equal to
the quantity of labour which it enables him to purchase or command. Labour,
therefore, is the real measure of the exchangeable value of all commodities”. Wealth
of Nations, book 1, ch.V (1776).

•

Marx developed his theory of exploitation from LTV: value created by
economic activity is a composite of costs and surplus value. Costs in turn divide
into cost of constant capital, which is depreciation of capital assets and
materials used up during production; and cost of variable capital, which is the
wage fund.

machines, etc. that constitute fixed capital do work, they lose value through
• When
wear and tear, but on the other hand create new value in the form of the
products made. This is monetized as depreciation which enters into the products
as a cost. In Marx’ interpretation, the lost part of the value of the fixed capital is
transferred to the product through the manufacturing process.
Marx thought that market prices could be derived from this value formula.

•
theorists found this not so simple; and a major topic in Marxian economics
• Later
has been attempts to work out how cost values transform into market prices.

Each column represent
addition to utility that
each extra identical
economic units provide.
After Stanley Jevons “The Theory of
Political Economy,” 1871
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Neoclassical economics rejects LTV and replaces it with the marginal concept
of value, which focuses on the notion that adding extra units of a given
economic product to an existing holding leads to diminishing returns.
The figure shows that adding extra identical units to a consumption bundle
causes the utility experience per unit to diminish, and, consequently, also the
price people are willing to pay.
In accordance with this view, neoclassical economics focus on the preferences
that lead to supply and demand substitution at the margin.

Gridlock: slow moving traffic reduces effective utility of cars used for
road-based transport, while the cost of cars’ production is unaffected.
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The neoclassical view, however, ignores that utility values are contingent upon
existing in social and ecological spaces that provides the infrastructures, facilities,
resources and social networks that are necessary for unlocking the utilities.
Thus, economic value expectations are always composed of an individual utility
component and a social utility component. In this way, private utility is contingent
upon the total aspects of the given surrounding’s socio-ecological conditions.
To give a simple example, the actual transport utility that can be captured by
owning a car will be different in a city where there are few other cars, from in a
city where there already are so many cars that roads constantly are clogged.

Reconstructed boat from Nydam Bog. It was broken
up prior to being deposited in a lake.
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Broken weapons from Illerup lake.

Social norms, both religious and secular, are part of what provides the conditions
upon which the social unlocking of utility values depend. Sometimes social norms
will restrict the utility possibilities or even deny them all together.
For instance, a norm among Germanic tribes—described by Roman writers and
verified by deposits in bogs in Germanic tribal areas—was to destroy and throw
all equipment left on battlefields by a vanquished enemy into holy lakes.
The abandonment of these object, representing high potential utilities, cannot be
understood by concepts linked to neoclassical rational choice, but only as an
expression of relationships reigning within that specific socio-cultural space.

Life in the longhouse existed in the context of mutual dependency
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Since humans live in cultural spaces, value cannot be disconnected from the
social relations and norms that interconnect these spaces.
Seen from the angle of anthropology, a common function of norms is to
assure that the members of a society accept the mutual dependencies that
bind the group together. This is critical for many of the factors that decide a
society's ability to sustain itself over time.

The king as sacrosanct - an important role of religion was (and is) to
sanction feudal order.
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When societies move into the phase where distinct class divisions appear—and
with that more hierarchically segmented power structures—social norms change
character. Instead of supporting bonds of mutual dependencies, the focus slowly
turns toward norms that institutionalize class distinctions and power relations.
The king’s power and status of the landowning nobility were vested by God,
therefore norms that required deference and acceptance of power structures
developed. When captured by such norms, questioning the legitimacy of the
incredible inequalities inherent in the feudal social order became harder to think.

The rising consumption of the 1% require new services, including protection.
While this creates service jobs, it also raises the 1%’s ecological footprints.
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In modern multifaceted cultures, social norms reflect heterogenous class and
group complexities.
However, new norms have arisen that serve to protect the position and right to
unbridled consumption of the new economically dominant class of capital owners
and corporate CEOs.
These norms often take their rationalizations from the cannons of neoclassical
economics. When a CEO earns 180 times the average salary of a company’s
workers, it is justified by the theory of marginal productivity: the difference
reflects that the CEO’s productivities are that much higher.

The fight for 8 hours working days and better workers’ protection
strengthened the social product’s average individual utility.
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Already in the 1870s the class bias of neoclassical economics became clear when
British economist Jevons strove to prove that workers’ strikes, and by extension
unions, were harmful to the economy.
In the U.S., J. B. Clark maintained "[W]hat a social class gets is, under natural law, what
it contributes to the general output of industry." In other words, workers get what
they deserve according to their productivity if just free competition is upheld.*
These arguments still reverberate in today’s neoliberal narratives that permeate
society, even to the point where many workers have accepted them as valid.
* Clark, John Bates “The Distribution of Wealth”, Preface, (1899)

Luxury consumption with extremely low social utilities but large
ecological footprints have exploded in the neoliberal economy.
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Sure, one can always isolate each strike and claim it harmful to the economy. After all,
stopped machines don’t produce. But it is a logic that separates events from contexts.
When strikes rebalance social bargaining and this leads to fairer distributions of
incomes, it shifts incomes to households with higher propensities to consume
By reducing over-accumulation and wasteful luxury consumption, such changes, in fact,
will strengthen total social utilities.

Dr. Pangloss tutors his pupils. From a production of “Candide”
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When norms expedient to the capital owning class’ interests spread, often by
gullible and uncritical media, they tend to settle as social doxa - stubborn ensembles
of misrecognitions that cloud perceptions of the factual social conditions.
The misrecognitions become powerful determinants of people’s notions about what
is valuable, and underlay the motivations that drive their economic decisions.
The primary device inherent in the neoclassical logic of things is to isolate events
from their surrounding social matrices so that tendencies disappear. The addition of
the usual assumptions of perfect conditions then ‘proves’ the Panglossian argument:
that allowing accumulation of capital in unfettered markets is the best of all worlds.

Public corruption serve the role of supporting the anti-tax doxa. In order to ensure its perpetuation, the
system is designed so that caught miscreants rarely are punished by more than slaps on the wrist.
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The purpose of neoliberal doxa is to create inability to understand that the utility
attainable from private economic goods is dependent upon a surrounding social
matrix’ capacity for unlocking and supporting them. There is no ‘private only’ utilities.
Public debates abound in statements such as, “I already pay enough taxes”. The fact is
the opposite: most people, in particular the economic elite, are not paying enough
taxes to ensure an adequate supply of public goods and supporting social structures.
The neoliberal doxa spurs atomistic thinking that blocks people from understanding
the role of public structures for creating the totality of socially attainable utilities.

The ability of the wealth owning class to stash money away in tax havens means
that economic inequalities are considerably worse than statistically recorded.
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Neoliberal policies have cut the tax burden dramatically in Canada, reducing federal
taxes by 3%, so it now only is 14% of GDP. All signs are that more cuts are to come,
thus further reducing the public sector’s ability to create supporting social values.
The policies of tax cuts run counter to the urgent need for funding expansion of
smart urban infrastructures and development of renewable energy sources.
Moreover, tax reductions mainly benefitting the capital owning class add fuel to the
accumulation of liquidity sloshing around the globe. This accelerates the financial
speculation that are behind asset inflation and increasingly crisis-prone economies.

Canadian Conservatives
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We thus see that the successful imposition of social norms and attitudes that
perpetuate the neoliberal economy play large roles in shaping current economic
structures and general social relations.
The proof of the effectiveness of neoliberal narratives is the acceptance by large
segment of the population of anti-union policies, welcoming the tax cut agenda,
buying into the claim that CEO pay reflects value contribution to society, etc.
The current trends of increasing misalignments are linked to a science of economics
that sees economic value and utility springing from isolated relationships. This must
be replaced with comprehensive views that connect to social realities.

value and the utility capture it represent, will only progress if individual
• Economic
expenditures are matched by social expenditure in some sort of a public regimen.
inadequate infrastructures and the rise of the externalities of pollution
• Otherwise,
and CO2 emissions will inevitably lead to rising disutilities and diminishing social

•

returns, as a progressive degradation of the social spaces occur.
Economics must be based on a value theory that acknowledges the costs of the
disutilities economic activity causes. The current lack of institutional features that
estimate these costs and insert them into prices means that the disutilities instead of
being subtracted add to the surplus that feeds consumption and wealth accumulation.

See you next time
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